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Abstract
Many computer aided design systems today utilize a workflow where physically accurate
rendering of the product is not a functional component of its design process. This gap in
workflow can lead to a sub optimal product or even a longer iterative design process in
instances where a product's visual attributes and aesthetics are one their primary functional
characteristic.

Diamonds are graded on their carat, color, clarity and cut, referred to as the 4Cs of a diamond;
a standard set by GIA and universally agreed upon. The cut of a diamond significantly affects
the rest of the characteristics as it modifies the resultant interaction of light with the diamond
and thus has a major impact on the determining its final quality. The subjective perception of
a diamond’s quality to a customer due to its visuals is proving to be a value added proposition
increasing the adoption of light performance of a diamond as a supplementary grading process
along with the 4Cs.

In the rough planning process currently employed to produce a finished diamond, the visual
quality of the diamond is only determined after it has been cut and polished or at most estimated
as an approximated numerical or functional graphical preview. Utilizing real-time ray tracing
to simulate physically accurate visualizations during the planning process with virtual reality
delivering an immersive environment for the viewing the visualization, we simulate light
interactions with the final diamond product to provide a realistic preview of the diamond in its
polished state during the diamond rough planning process.

This system is intended to supplement existing rough planning processes, and the study
conducted here demonstrates an implementation to bridge the gap between design and final
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visualizations, even in its nascent implementation in the workflow provides significant
opportunities for better outcomes.
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1. Introduction
1.1.Background
The main purpose of any production system is to maximize its utilization of resources
like materials, manpower and time to produce the desired product [1][2]. The optimization of
such a system increasingly takes priority when the resources it consumes to produce are either
expensive or limited in nature. Diamonds are such a resource whose expense, and availability
vary by a large margin depending upon the desired use. Diamond rough planning and
manufacturing process is one such system where the high value of resources involved in the
entire process demands stringent quality control to minimize wastage.

Diamonds have been a sought-after commodity since they were discovered, initially for
its aesthetic nature with its uses spreading across a wide gamut of domains like semiconductors to manufacturing [3]. The market, initially dominated by naturally mined diamonds
whose quality and characteristics are unpredictable, due to natural occurrence are now also
occupied by industrially produced diamonds whose quality and characteristics can be
controlled reliably, allowing for steady supply to industries that demand specific
characteristics. Their usage in industry depending upon the properties in demand that range
from their specific mechanical properties to their optical characteristics.

The output of gemstone production in the United States have grown over 9% in 2019
from 2018 with diamond imports accounting for 90% to 95% of overall gemstone imports from
2015 to 2018 [4]. The United States alone contributes to 35% of the world’s total diamond
consumption as gemstones for the past decade from 2019 to 2009.
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Figure 1.1: Production of synthetic and natural gemstones in the United States of America
from 2009 to 2019 [4]

1.2.Diamond quality standard
The Gemological Institute of America (GIA) established in 1931 by Robert M. Shipley
is a non-profit institute and the leading scientific authority on standardization, assessment,
grading, and verification of gems [5]. It is responsible for the creation of the first and currently
accepted global standard on description and assessment of a diamond’s quality

Apart from a multitude of smaller characteristics, GIA describes 4Cs as the main
indicator of a diamond’s quality. The 4Cs being color, clarity, cut, and carat. The evaluation of
a diamond for grading is done after the diamond is cut and polished to get it to its final stage
before being ready for the market. At this stage, it is not possible to reverse any changes done
and only corrections can be made in the cut altering its clarity and carat.
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1.2.1. Color

Figure 1.2: Variation of diamond color with reference grades [6]

The evaluation of a diamond’s color is mainly based on its lack of color since a
chemically and structural purity leads to a lack of hue [6]. The grading of the color ranges from
the letter D (Colorless) to Z (Lightly Colored) in the alphabet. The grading scale by GIA starts
with the letter to D to ensure no confusion with standards that existed at the establishment of
the GIA color standard.

The diamond to be assessed is evaluated against a master set of diamonds where each
diamond in the set represents a color grade in the grading scale with the master reference
occupying the highest point in the grade. This system acts like how currently standard weights
and measurements are calibrated. The evaluation is carried out in a controlled, and standardized
environment, and lighting.

The color of the diamond is fixed at its inception. For this reason, this study will not
focus on this property.
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1.2.2. Clarity
Diamonds either due to their natural process of occurrence or during their production
can form a variety crystallographic defects due to irregularities in its atomic structure or
presence of external impurities classified as inclusions or surface imperfections called as
blemishes [7]. The value of diamonds as gemstones increase with decrease in inclusions and
blemishes. GIA provides the following clarity grades for classifying and grading diamond
clarity.

Figure 1.3: Clarity grade chart demonstrating the decreasing grade with increase in visible
impurities [7]

1. Flawless : There is no visible inclusion or blemish at 10x magnification.
2. Internally Flawless: There are only blemishes present at 10x magnification.
3. Very, Very Slightly included 1-2: Minute inclusions and blemishes present at 10x
magnification.
4

4. Very Slightly included 1-2: Minor inclusions and blemishes present
5. Slightly Included 1-2: Inclusions and blemishes present at 10x magnification mostly not
visible with a naked eye
6. Included 1-3: Inclusions and blemishes present and visible with the naked eye.

1.2.3. Cut

Figure 1.4: Diamond cut feature nomenclature [8]

The cut of a diamond is one its most important feature since it dictates the light’s interaction
with the diamond enhancing its desired effects like scintillation, brilliance, fire, etc [8]. The
cut of a gem is also highly subjective in nature since it is mainly guided by the skill the artist
and the demand of in market for a specific cut.
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The cut of a diamond affects the clarity and the carat of the diamond as well and can be
considered the most important parameter since it has significant influence on the rest.

1.2.4. Carat

Figure 1.5: Reference variation of cut gem size with variation of carat weight [9]

The carat by its base definition implies the weight of the diamond [9]. A single carat is defined
as 200 milligrams by weight and with all other qualitative characteristics kept the same affects
the price of the diamonds. Carat can be considered a by-product of all other processes rather
than a defining property since it is the result of all other processes.

Maximising the value of the diamond is the main driving factor of the cut planning process.
While the carat in general does indicate the value of the diamond, maximising the clarity and
cut grade inadvertently ensures the best carat weight.
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1.2.5. Light performance
Light performance of a diamond is a catch all term used in the trade for the optical characteristic
of a diamond under varying light conditions. American Gem Society (AGS) details brightness,
fire, leakage and contrast as the main constituents with weight ratio, durability, tilt, girdle and
culet being rest of the performance factors. Similarly, Sarine uses brilliance, sparkle, fire and
light symmetry.

Figure 1.6: AGS laboratories’ Angular Spectrum Evaluation Tool (ASET) map of a diamond
used in evaluation of light performance[10]

In most of the variations of the evaluation methodologies employed for light performance, the
cut and polished diamond is placed face up within a cylindrical or hemispherical observation
chamber with layered color wall during its physical evaluation or the geometric shape of the
diamond is used in computerized testing. Light is then incident on the diamond at varied angles
and the resulting colored patterns observed on the diamond indicate the location from where
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the observed light originates. In some cases, the observations are done at an angle rather than
normal to the face.

Light performance is performed on a diamond when its ready to enter the market and receive
its final grade using the physical product or a computerized wireframe model of the final
diamond shape based on a comparative analysis against accumulated data of existing diamonds
and their light performance ratings.

The term light performance is avoided by GIA in its evaluation of diamonds due to ambiguity
in its measurement and its components across the trade [11]. While the variation and lack of
agreement to a standard of light performance evaluation makes it difficult to generalize its
evaluation, the methodologies used to individually measure the constituents of the term light
performance can be implemented leaving the final overall evaluation to the user of results.

1.3. Diamond rough planning, cutting and polishing process
The planning of the cut is not consistent across the industry since it varies based on available
facilities and the preference of the manufacturers, but main purpose is the maximization of its
final monetary value [12]. This process can be broken down into the following general steps.
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Figure 1.7: Manufacturing process flowchart for cut polished and graded diamonds

1. The diamond roughs are sorted by their size, shape, cutting style and potential
properties in the final product like color and clarity grade [12].
2. The rough stone is cleaned and processed for scanning. Depending on the rough stone
and the scanning process employed, a window may be made on the rough stone. A
window in this process indicates an area on a surface that does not occlude the viewing
or scanning apparatus’ view of internal structure of the diamond.
The rough stone is then scanned optically to map the surface shape and volume of the
stone. Spectroscopy can be performed on the rough stone to identify and classify the
stone, find the internal stresses, and determine nature of inclusions inside the stone
[13][14][15][16]; Optical and laser scanning can be used to map the inclusion and
blemishes present in the stone.
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3. The result of the scanning process can be used directly depending on the system
employed to generate a Three Dimensional (3D) structure of the stone or can be used
manually while planning the cut.
If Computer Aided Design (CAD) process is used, various cuts can be previewed based
on requirements like avoidance of inclusions, maximizing the carat, preference of shape
etc. Algorithms are generally used automate such operations and the results are used by
trained operators as a guide.
4. A marker then marks the diamond rough with black lines at locations where the initial
major cuts will be made based on the plan developed in the previous step. The marks
are made to split the diamond rough to produce multiple cut diamonds or just for the
initial cuts done to generate the final cut.
5. The rough is then sawn or cleaved along the marked lines.
6. Bruting is then performed to give the pieces their basic shape.
7. The shape generated through bruting is then polished on a metal polishing wheel.
Depending upon the cut design, various sections of the diamond like table, pavilion,
crown etc are polished at different sequence.
8. Once the polishing is performed, the diamond is inspected for any further processing
or is then sent for grading.

Study of the process above, shows an inherent gap in the process between the cut planning and
grading where visual inspection and grading is performed to determine the final quality of the
diamond only once the cut is generated. Even an approximation of physically realistic
visualization of the final polished diamond based on the cut plan made available at the planning
stages can help an experienced operator in better optimizing the cut plan for the diamond.
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1.4. Rendering technique
1.4.1. Rasterization

Figure 1.8: Visualization of the rasterization process [17]

Rasterization involves projection of 3D space onto a 2D plane of pixels and determining the
color of the pixel based on sampling [18]. Rasterization is the most common adopted technique
of rendering used in computer graphics. This is so prevalent that modern graphic cards or
Graphical Processing Units (GPU) in general have rasterizers built into them and supported by
graphical APIs to perform this operation efficiently [19][20].

The downside to this technique is that visuals are not physically accurate to their real-world
counterparts. The graphical settings for each scenario must be varied by the engineer to match
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the real-world reference. This introduces an obstacle when one wishes to analyse the visual
characteristics based on light interaction rather than set the interactions as per visual needs.

1.4.2. Path tracing

Figure 1.9: Illustration of principle used by ray tracing algorithms to render image [21]

In computer graphics, the rendering equation introduced by James T. Kjiya [22] and David S.
Immel et. al. [23] allowed for a broader range of optical effects to be captured which provides
a realistic or physically accurate rendering of the of a scene. In the real world, light from the
light source travels while interacting with objects before it reaches our eyes. This presents an
infinite set of paths the light ray can take and modelling this computationally is unfeasible.

Using Helmholtz reciprocity principle, Path tracing involves casting a ray from the point of
view, the camera in case of a virtual environment and collecting details at points of intersections
like reflection and refracting, continuing its path till a light source is reached [24]. Path tracing
12

is an unbiased rendering technique that solves the rendering equation using Monte Carlo
methodology.

Computationally more expensive than rasterization, the improvement in computational
capacity and speed in modern hardware have caused a resurgence of this technique in modern
graphical applications. Path tracing falls under the umbrella of ray tracing techniques.

1.4.3. Real-time ray tracing
While ray tracing has been utilized at various levels in the industry, the lack of hardware
support made it an expensive operation in terms of computation to perform in real time
.Introduction Microsoft’s DirectX Raytracing (DXR) provided an API for developers to
provide hardware support for ray tracing using graphic cards [25]. Currently DXR is supported
on hardware by nvidia’s RTX series cards overcoming hurdle of computational resource
requirements to perform ray tracing in real time [26].

Unity engine using High Definition Render Pipeline (HDRP) and Unreal engine 4.2+ both
support real-time ray tracing using nvidia’s RTX pipeline [27][28]. Both provide support for
real time ray tracing and path tracing. These features are currently still in beta stages of
implementation and while entering production will take time, the current implementation of
these features provide us enough features to use in this study.

1.5. Head mounted display
Head Mounted Displays (HMD) consist of a single or couple of display units mounted ahead
of optical lenses on a head mount. When mounted the information on the displays is filtered
through the lenses directly converge on the user’s eye. This creates the effect of the information
on the display occupying the user’s entire field of view [29].
13

HMDs used for virtual reality also possess an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). The IMU
measures the orientation and specific force of the body on which the IMU is fixed. In case of a
VR HMD, the body is the head since there is no relative motion between the HMD and the
head. Integration of the data reported by the IMU and the display allows for the view of the 3D
space displayed through the display devices in the HMD to orient according to the motion of
the user’s head. This coupled with the display occupying the user’s entire field of view creates
the effect of immersing the user in 3D space due to the display of the 3D space responding in
accordance with the user’s head orientation.

1.6. Virtual Reality
The advancement of technology in Virtual Reality (VR) allows for affordable access and better
yield in the quality of visualisations. Following its introduction research has been conducted
thoroughly throughout the years in evaluating its application in various industries [30][31][32]
[33] [34]. Although the primary market for VR today is still the entertainment industry, in the
recent years plethora of studies have shown the benefit of employing VR and its generalized
counterpart MR in aviation [35], construction [36], engineering, medicine [37][38].

The headsets employed in VR by themselves provide an isolation of the user’s visual input
from the external environment. This prevents pollution of the display from external light
sources as well as the user’s attention from environmental distractions. This study will build
on this concept in providing the user a controlled environment to view the results in a field
where visual inspection of the result is the primary source of performing quality control on the
final product.
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1.7. Thesis objective
The main objective of the thesis is to demonstrate the advantages of providing a physically
realistic visualization at the diamond rough planning stages and the capability of current
technologies and framework to develop such a platform.

The nature of the solution attempted in this study brings several challenges including not
possessing a singular research to build upon, closed nature of the industry’s implementations,
and the technologies being in their nascent stages of implementation and features on platforms
on which this study’s intended solution can be easily developed on. Due to these factors, this
study will limit itself to providing a minimum viable proof of the intended solution rather than
provide a production ready platform.

The objectives can be distilled into the following points:

1. Demonstrate all operations required for the solution can be unified on a single
platform or framework.
2. Show a physically realistic real-time visualization of the subject of interest.
3. Substantiate the advantage of the solution with practical scenarios.
4. Provide a portable and immersive platform to inspect the results of the visualization.

Objective 4 of this thesis utilizes a VR HMD as a display for the renders necessitating a
subjective user study and statistical analysis to determine the efficacy the intended
implementation.

Due to the onset of the pandemic caused by COVID-19 at the time of this study and the
quarantine measures required during the time frame of the study, the procedures, pre-survey,
15

and post-survey questionnaires required for the determination of the outcome of the solution
are relegated to appendix of this document requiring future work.
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2.

Study Setup

This study takes a modular approach by divesting the tasks required in the planning process
established in Section 1.3. to multiple software applications instead of building all the tools
required for planning in a single application. This done solely for the purpose of reducing the
development time and ease of development. Existing industry solution like Sarine galaxy and
advisor used by most if not all major labs provide a single eco-system for diamond rough
scanning and planning. The proprietary nature of such a solution make the possibility a study
like this a challenging task without even consideration of the development resources and time
required to implement features required for this study.

While the modular approach taken in this study does present the challenge of ensuring
compatibility in the inputs and the outputs of these software, minimizing the workflow to the
bare minimum steps, and optimization of the time taken for the entire process, freedom of
development and availability of documentation offset these challenges significantly.

2.1. Hardware
2.1.1. Computing hardware
The hardware requirements are dependent upon the development platform as well as the
technologies used in the developed system. The application is developed on the game engines
Unreal 4.25 and Unity 2020.x using their real-time ray tracing and path tracing modules as a
rendering solution. The usage of real-time ray tracing and path tracing in its current
implementation in these gaming engines requires a Nvidia RTX graphics card for rendering.
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) has support for this technology with its own implementation
in its development pipelines indicated through various technology news outlets but will not be
available in time for this study and there is no official confirmation on available hardware
17

supporting this technology [25]. This serves as the baseline for selection of computing
hardware for development.

A portable form factor is chosen for the computing hardware in the form of a laptop to align
with our thesis objectives. The hardware specifications of the computing platform are listed in
the TABLE 2.1.

Table 2.1: Computing hardware specifications

Component

Specification

CPU

Intel Core i7-9750H

GPU

Nvidia GeForce RTX 2070

RAM

16 GB

Storage

1TB

2.1.2. VR HMD
The software framework used for development of the virtual reality setup supports both HTC’s
Vive and Occulus’ Rift platforms which were chosen based on their availability in the market.
A few relevant specifications of both are listed below in the TABLE 2.2.
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Since both offerings as listed in the figure are similar in nature with slight variations in their
specifications, and interchangeable in terms of compatibility with the software framework used
for development, HTC Vive is chosen as the candidate for the purpose of this study.

Table 2.2: Comparison of HTC Vive Cosmos and Occulus Rift S hardware specifications

Specification

HTC VIVE Cosmos

OCCULUS RIFT S

Display Resolution (per eye)

1440 x 700 pixels

1280 x 1400 pixels

Refresh Rate (Hertz)

90

80

Can be worn with glasses

Yes

Yes

2.2. Software
2.2.1. Facet design development
Technical drawings for diamond facet design are sourced directly from facetdiagrams.org. An
online source is used for these designs as it provides a vast range of open designs and this
method does not divert the studies’ resources from the planning system to facet design
development.

The information in the technical drawings can be read and models developed from them in
parametric CAD software suites like Solidworks and PTC CREO or due to the standardization
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of the drawings, these details can be entered in specialized software like GemCAD and a model
exported from the application in the required format.

The time required to develop each model in a CAD software from ground up is significant
irrespective of the repetitive patterns of the designs. For this reason alone, the option of using
GemCAD to generate the model was chosen for most faceting designs.

A random selection of facet designs was developed in GemCAD and Solidworks to compare
and validate the results for accuracy. The design developed in GemCAD was then imported
into Solidworks to overlap and compare similarity of both design models and yielded no
difference between both methods. Following this, GemCAD was chosen as part of the
workflow to shorten the turnaround time on development of models.

The models developed in GemCAD can be exported in Drawing Exchange Format (DXF)
which can be read by most major CAD software like Solidworks, Creo and Inventor, as well
as general 3D modelling software like Blender, Maya and 3DS Max.

2.2.2. Diamond rough and inclusion design
Simplified representation of the diamond rough and inclusions are used in this study as
described in the Section 3.1. An open source 3D modelling software Blender is used to perform
the modelling operations required for the samples in the study due to the simplified nature of
the models not requiring complex operations and due to its support for import of models
developed in GemCAD in dxf format as well as exporting internally developed models in FBX
format which is a preferred format for the engines chosen for rendering.
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Blender is not parametric CAD software like CREO or Solidworks which means modification
or development of facet design geometry is significantly more difficult due to lack of precision
and feature-set offered by parametric CAD applications. This is not a hinderance for this study
since modifications of the facet designs are not done and in cases where it may be needed, the
designs can be modified in Solidworks before being exported to the engine.

2.2.3. Application development engine
Unity and Unreal Engine are both a general-purpose game engine with support for real-time
ray tracing, path tracing and VR support. They do not come with inbuilt parametric CAD tools
required in the diamond rough planning operations requiring them to be developed on both
engines to provide such features. This is done through the Application Programming Interface
(API) in Unity using C#, and in Unreal Engine using Blueprints or C++.

Since this study is focused only on developing a vertical slice, the engine API is used to build
the required tools. Positioning, scaling, rotation, import and export of model setups are
developed along with environment and lighting settings.

2.2.4. Benchmarking setup
Solidworks suite, through its Visualize module provides a production ready ray tracing
implementation. This system supports importing of models, setting up of environment and
lighting to render a physically accurate rendition of a 3D model. The main drawback using this
is the lack of its ability to back and forth between the CAD operations to manipulate the models
and the rendering facilities provided by Solidworks.

This entails that changes to the model setup need to be made in Solidworks and then exported
to Visualize module to render the visuals. This is convenient only when there is no iteration
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between the Visualize module and the CAD module. Hence Solidworks’ Visualize module is
mainly used a benchmark to compare the performance and rendering quality generated in the
developed vertical slice.

2.3. Final workflow
The final workflow developed for the system from the decision in this section is demonstrated
in Figure 2.1. This workflow setup is intended to be modular and adaptable, allowing for user
choice in terms of software platforms to replace the programs represented in the Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Setup Workflow

By design the GemCAD/Solidworks and Blender program block is intended to be integrated
into the Unity/Unreal program block in a full developed production ready system.
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3.

Test Setup and Operations Workflow

The setup workflow described in Figure 2.1. is utilized to develop the process/operations
workflow for the tests in this study. The process workflow developed here is intended ape the
workflow that can be adopted in a production environment.

Figure 3.1: Workflow for facet design selection in diamond rough planning

3.1. Diamond rough and inclusion
3.1.1 Diamond rough
The First step in the diamond cut planning is obtaining the scanned model of the diamond
rough. Naturally, mined roughs come in indeterminate shapes and sizes because of their natural
formation as shown in Figure 3.1, while lab grown rough tend to vary based on customer
requirements.

A perfect cube of dimension 10mm3 is chosen as the sample rough for this study. This is since
it serves as well as any shape for the demonstration of process workflow while allowing for
relatively lesser operations in terms of CAD operations during demonstration.
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Figure 3.2: Diamond rough refence shapes and sizes

3.1.2. Diamond rough inclusion
The inclusions and blemishes present in the rough are scanned and located along with the
diamond rough geometry or separately in production. This data in production systems is
generated on separate systems like Sarine’s galaxy meteor, galaxy xl and galaxy 1000. The
data obtained during this imported into planning software like Sarine’s advisor.
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Figure 3.3: Modelled spherical (left) and elongated (right) diamond inclusions and their
dimension

For this study, a singular visible inclusion is considered for observation. The shape of the
inclusion is chosen to be a sphere as the curvature is uniform in all directions and the interaction
of the light with it is predictable in all directions of observation. Along with the spherical
representation, an elongated one is also used to check for variations in optical characteristics
at all locations the spherical version is tested at.

The size of the inclusion for this study is kept to 1/50th the width of the cube and a red color is
given to inclusion. This size is chosen to have enough resolution onscreen to observe the optical
effects and the color is chosen to make optical images standout.
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3.2. Diamond facet designs
The process of developing a library of facet designs is done independent of the cut planning
process in the industry, with the library being made available during the planning process. The
faceting designs are chosen for the study are shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.4: Diamond facet designs used in the study

The selection based on the variations in their geometry in terms of number of facets at various
locations like the culet, presence of table or point cut and angle of cuts to test the process
workflow with variations in visuals.
The Armored ASCII format (ASC) files of these designs obtained from facetdiagrams are
imported into GemCAD which builds the 3D geometry based on the file instructions. These
are exported in DXF format without further processing. The DXF output is then imported into
Blender.
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In Blender, no further modification of the geometry is performed for the purpose of this study
and only the size of each design is normalized such that they all have equal width with all other
dimensions uniformly scaled. Their origin is set to the geometric center of their bounding box.
The models in Blender are exported in FBX format which is compatible with the game engines.

3.3. Application setup
The application has three main sections: The design library, CAD operations module, and
rendering module.

3.3.1 Design library
The design library consists of the FBX extension files of the facet designs prepared in previous
section and the rough and inclusion. These are accessed from their file locations through script
during runtime of the application.

3.3.2. Operations tooling
Unity and Unreal provides access through its application programming interface (API) to
program all the necessary tools. For this study, the features implemented but not limited to are
as follows:

1. Selection the diamond rough, inclusion, and facet design.
2. Translation (movement in x, y, and z axis) of the models independently.
3. Rotation of all the models independently
4. Scaling of the models independently.
5. Switching of the rendering setup including the materials and shader applied on the
models to accommodate the rendering.
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6. Camera tools to position the view as needed including position of the camera with
objects fixed in place or vice-versa. Zoom in and out to focus on specific area.

3.3.3. Observation setup
The observation area is setup to provide as close to an inspection setting as possible. A standard
grey enclosed setup is used as a background as shown in the Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.5: Simulation Volume used in the study

A single light source used to light the scene using an area light with 6570K temperature. The
orientation of the light is varied based on required viewing angle and clarity of the render.
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3.3.4. Rendering module
The rendering module manages the visuals of the observation setup. A high definition
rasterization rendering setup and A path tracing setup is used in the application. The HD
rasterization setup is used during CAD operations due to the performance advantage it offers
over the path tracing rendering. The visual difference in the rendering is shown in the FIGURE
below.

The switch to path tracing is done once the CAD operations are completed for inspecting the
visuals. At this stage, a VR headset can be used to provide an isolated viewing environment
for the purpose of inspection.

3.4. Developing planning workflow
With the setup of the facet designs and the importation of the rough and inclusion into
Unity/Unreal, the planning process is prepped. This provides us with the framework require
for the study.

The developed workflow for the diamond cut planning is demonstrated below:

1. The scanned diamond rough and its inclusions are imported into the software. In case
of this study, the diamond rough is a cube with a single inclusion. High Definition
Rasterization rendering is used for visualization during CAD operations. This is done
to provide smooth performance.
2. The directional lighting as well as its color and intensity in the environment is changed
to suit the required settings.
3. A faceting design is chosen at this stage to begin.
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4. The faceting design is then positioned, scaled, and rotated as per the tests to be
conducted.
5. Once the user feels the faceting design position is as needed. They can switch to Path
tracing rendering, to visualize a physically accurate render of the planned cut.
6. Step 3 – 5 is repeated till the test parameters are satisfied.

3.5. Application Test
To demonstrate the viability and usefulness of the developed system and its workflow, a set of
tests were performed that include performance, rendering capability as well as scenarios that
demonstrate the strength of this system.

The tests are broken down into the following sets:

1. CAD tools test: Test the ability of the platform to implement tools required for the
planning operations.
2. Rendering test: To test the result of the path tracing implementation of the developed
application against Solidworks Visualize
3. Inclusion Scenarios:
These are situations where the developed platform can be used to view the resultant
optical characteristics of the cut gem and optimize faceting to obtain the maximum
value out of the cut gem. Due to varied nature of every inclusion in terms of material
and optical characteristics, size, and geometry, for the purpose of this study a spherical
inclusion,

visible

to

the

viewer

without

magnification

The test conducted are listed as follows:
a. Inclusion on the central axis close to the table facet.
b. Inclusion on the central axis close to the culet
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is

considered.

c. Inclusion centred on a facet geometry.
d. Inclusion centred on facet boundary.
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4. Results
The results of the tests conducted in the previous section are collated here for reference. These
results serve as a baseline for achievable results in the development of this system rather than
absolute achievable results. This consideration is due to the experimental/preview status of
most of the technological implementations used in the developed program, and since
calibration of the lighting, graphical settings and results were not done in comparison with
physical samples.

4.1. CAD operations results
The tooling developed for performing the basic necessary CAD operations perform
satisfactorily for the purpose of this study without taking the user experience (UX) as a
production ready platform into consideration. This is mainly due to the tooling being developed
for this study to aid the demonstration of the objectives rather satisfy UX with quality of life
(QoL) features like, standardized controls and customizable user interface and control
mapping.

Figure 4.1: Visualization of rough stones with a single inclusion at its geometric centre
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Figure 4.1 shows the visualization of the rough stone. A wireframe rendering setup is used in
visualization of the rough to allow for internal features to be clearly visible.

Figure 4.2: Visualization of selected faceting design withing the diamond rough

The User Interface (UI) of the application shows basic information about the scene including
the selected object and its volume, corresponding carat weight, transformational co-ordinates
and the current CAD operation being performed along with the rendering module currently
active.

The CAD operation performed in positioning of the selected faceting design are shown in
Figure 4.3. The advantage of using wireframe graphics for the rough can be easily seen in this
figure as it visually alerts to features peeking out of the rough stone volume.
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The performance of the operations differs depending upon the rendering system in play. While
these same operations can be performed in Path tracing rendering module, it becomes an
inefficient process as path tracing requires the view to be static to allow for paths to accumulate.
Until then the view will appear noisy to the user preventing any fruitful operation to be
performed without resetting the path accumulation process.

Figure 4.3: CAD operations: From top left: translation (1st and 2nd), rotation (3rd and bottom
left) and scaling (bottom middle and right)
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4.2. Rendering test results
Rendering setup in Unity is compared against industry standard implementation in Solidworks.
This is done for calibration of the settings in Unity as well as to test the path tracing
implementation in the HDRP pipeline. Unity through Shadergraph and the default shader types
offer significantly more customization to the visuals.

Figure 4.4: Side View of Brilliant cut diamond with inclusion (red) in Solidworks Visualize
(left) and Unity Engine (Right)

From Figure 4.4, the refraction and reflection characteristics are observed to be similar between
Visualize and Unity Engine implementation with the main difference between both being the
camera and the lighting setup. This difference is similarly reflected in Figure 4.5 in the closeup comparison of the refraction of an inclusion present at the boundary of two facets.
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Figure 4.5: Distortion in resultant image shape due to refraction of inclusion in Solidworks
Visualize (left) and Unity Engine (right). Orange boundary marks the undistorted shape of the
inclusion

The apparent difference in quality can be directly traced the the experimental status of Unity’s
features along with lack technical expertise in graphics to calibrate and optimize the lighting
and rendering setup. Although lacking in terms of expectations of a production ready system,
this clearly demonstrates the possibility of the current setup being developed further for the
task.

The results in this section clearly demonstrates Solidworks Visualize and the Unity Engine
setup providing similar results in terms of optical characteristics with Visualize providing
better clarity due professionally optimized setup. Due to this, the images obtained from
Visualize are used in this section rather than from the Unity Engine implementation for their
clarity.
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4.3. Model comparison test results
Minimization of defects in terms of inclusion visibility in cut gems is highly situational due to
the wide range of parameter affecting their visibility like the inclusion geometry and size, gem
properties, facet geometry at the location of the inclusion, lighting and viewing angle.

With the verification of the setup and the obtainable results, tests were conducted to test
methodologies for minimization of the inclusions’ visibility in the facet design. This was done
with the consideration that the size of the objects in questions were relatively small for any
observable change to be perceived even by a trained eye under 10x magnification. This is
mainly due to the distance of observation being far larger than the distance of the object in the
medium from the point of refraction.

Five scenarios were considered for tests to study the visual results based on inclusion position
and orientation. The basis of these tests was the variation in the geometry offered for
modulation of the optical effects.

4.3.1. Inclusion close to table or top point
Inclusions positioned close to the table offered minimal change in the visibility or geometric
shape of the inclusion as demonstrated in 3 of the 4 designs in Figure 4.6. This is mainly due
to the refraction property being the main driving factor in any variation rather than the facet
design geometry.
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Figure 4.6: Top view render of Inclusion close below the table facet in brilliant cut (top left),
pentagon gazebo cut (top right), princess cut (bottom left), and double star marquis (bottom
right)

The double star marquis in Figure 4.7 has a point cut rather than a table leading to the facet
design geometry being the primary driver in variation in the visibility and resultant image of
the inclusion shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: View of the top facet design of double star marquis cut (left), top view of
inclusion close to the top (middle) and further away (right) with orange outline marking
undistorted inclusion shape

In scenarios like the one demonstrated in the double star marquis, further the inclusion is
from the point, the greater is the spread of the resultant image increasing visibility.

4.3.2. Inclusion close to culet
The culet or bottom portion of most facet designs is similar to the point cut at the top but
generally has a deeper angle and significantly more facets including the pavilion facets. This
offers significantly more facets available for inclusion geometry to form an image increasing
visibility of the inclusion as demonstrated in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Top view render of inclusion close to the culet facets in brilliant cut with 8 culet
facets (left), Portuguese cut with 16 culet facet and double star marquis with 10 culet facets

The variation in the double star marquis inclusion pattern in Figure 4.8 compared to the brilliant
and Portuguese cut is due to the deeper cut angle and the star pattern formed by the facets.

Figure 4.9: Top view render of inclusion at increasing distance from the culet point in double
star marquis design with the left image being the closest
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Increasing the distance from the culet facets (in case of the test: towards the girdle plane),
lessens the spread of the reflected images.

4.3.3 Inclusion centred on facet
Inclusion centred on a facet geometry or away from facet boundaries present the variation in
inclusion visibility like results in section 4.8. As demonstrated in Figure 4.10, refraction is the
primary driver is the primary driver for the offset in positioning of the inclusion which increases
with increasing depth from the facet surface in the direction of the gradient descent.

Figure 4.10: Top view render of inclusion centred on facet with the yellow boundary
indicating actual inclusion position and geometric shape. Left image is closer to the facet
surface
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With increasing angle of the facet from horizontal, there is an increase in the positional offset
compared to scenario in Figure 4.10 at similar depths as demonstrated in Figure 4.11. There is
also change in the visible geometric shape of the inclusion with shape being squished in the
direction of the gradient descent.

Figure 4.11: Top view render of inclusion centred on facet with deeper angle compared to
facet in Figure 4.10

4.3.4. Inclusion at facet intersection
The skewing of the image at boundaries shown in Figure 4.12 show a that inclusions located
right at boundaries make a significant impact on the visibility of the inclusions. The effect of
faceting angle shown in section 4.11 and the effect of facet intersection shown in section 4.12
both contribute to the final visibility of the inclusion at such a location.
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The Figure 4.12 shows how the facet angle contributes to squishing the image formed while
the intersection boundary spreads the image formed. This makes the final image formed larger
than the actual inclusion as indicated by the yellow boundary significantly increasing the
visibility of the inclusion.

Figure 4.12: Top view render of inclusion at facet boundary. including under a single
boundary (left) and inclusion at the intersection of multiple boundaries (right)
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4.4.Performance test

Figure 4.13:Rendering progress in path tracing in Unity. From left to right:(top) at start, at
1024 samples, at 2048 samples.(bottom) at 3000 samples, final at 4096 samples

Figure 4.13 shows the progress of the rendering with the accumulation of paths represented by
sample numbers. With the accumulation of path, the decrease in noise and improvement in the
rendering quality is demonstrably visible up to 2000 samples after which the improvement
contributes mainly to reduction of noise rather than improvement in the quality of the overall
optical characteristics.

The time taken per sample of both the Unity implementation and Solidworks Visualize is
shown in Figure 4.14. The noise reduction implementation in Visualize is also currently far
superior to the implementation in Unity allowing for a clear render to form within 500 samples.
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Figure 4.14: Rendering time vs sample size chart for path tracing in Unity

It should be noted that the Unity implementation was tested in Editor mode rather than with
the compiled binaries.
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5. Discussion
The results obtained by here demonstrate the possibility of utilizing currently available
frameworks to implement a real-time ray tracing solution to render the diamond rough and the
planned cut during the rough planning process. Development of the vertical slice of the
application was done with the emphasis on providing a minimum viable product to prove the
hypothesis this study was based on; Current progress in hardware and rendering technology
supplied tools that can augment the existing diamond rough planning process to provide a
physically realistic approximation of the final diamond product.

Section 2 and 3 demonstrate that a unified platform and workflow required for all the operations
and solutions required for the implementation in this study is viable. With all the necessary
operations required for diamond rough planning already provided in an industry wide used ecosystem like the one provided by Sarine, the changes to the workflow and the implementation
of a real-time ray tracing engine used in this study would satisfy requirements to bring the
demonstrated methodology and solution here to its current offering.

The results in the Section 4 show that while calibration and expansion features of the rendering
system, and the lighting setup comparative to real world observational environment, and
diamond results is necessary to provide an objective and deterministic result compared to the
study’s setup, this study shows the feasibility and advantage of such a solution in practical
scenarios.

The CAD tooling developed for this study as demonstrated in Section 4 was minimal in
comparison to existing industry solutions. This satisfied the parameters of the study but further
development with addition of features like geometry manipulation and QoL features like
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customization of controls and user interface are necessary to provide parity with any production
ready system.

Using the implementation demonstrated here as a jumping platform for future development,
the shortcomings of the implementation witnessed in this study become trivial in nature when
dedicated platform can be developed with features and performance as a consideration rather
than modifying existing tools to suit the needs of this study.

5.1. Limitations
There are a few limitations inherent in the implementation due to framework it is built upon.
They are listed as follows:
1. The current implementation of ray tracing and path tracing features are platform
specific. They are dependent upon ray tracing hardware implemented on RTX line-up
of Nvidia graphics card and are limited to Windows 10 and above since it is a feature
set of DirectX 12 API.
2. Dispersion phenomenon of light is not implemented. This is the phenomenon that
give a diamond its fire characteristic.
3. Rendering time increases with the increase in amount of geometry present and the
rendering resolution in scenarios demonstrated in this study.
4. Accuracy of rendered visuals can only be validated in comparison to real world
visuals since irrespective of the implementation of ray tracing and path tracing, the
rendering techniques approximate real world phenomenon.
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6. Future Work
The implementation demonstrated in this study built upon existing frameworks to a state where
the study necessitated without optimization of the implementation. Calibration of the rendering
parameters comparative to real world results and development of graphical features like light
scattering and dispersion would directly benefit the visual quality of the renders bringing it
closer to real world results obtained from cut and polished diamonds.

While the CAD tooling demonstrated here can be significantly built upon and expanded,
existing industry implementations already possess most if not all features required for
production out of necessity. Re-tooling of existing CAD operations may be required to provide
parity operations between the current industrial implementation and the workflow demanded
for operations with the ray tracing rendering system.

Apart from the rendering and CAD systems, the lighting and observational area or workspace
will be need enhancement to meet the standards set out by grading institutions to provide results
that will reflect actual inspection setups.

This study only uses a single inclusion with a simple geometry, surface material property and
visible to the naked eye without magnification. Existing identified inclusions and blemishes
along with their light interaction properties being integrated will provide a greater degree of
accuracy during visualizations.

User study to validate the benefit of the VR setup in process workflow is one the areas this
study could not follow up due to prevalent circumstances. Validation of the hypothesis
established regarding the setup would allow for the process to be packaged into a mobile setup
that would eliminate the need for investment in a standardized and immobile testing locations.
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Appendix A: VR Testing Procedure
The study consists of 7 steps described in detail below:

Step 1: Greeting and introduction of the experiment (5 minutes)

The subject will be welcomed and given a guided tour of the area where the study will take
place and be introduced to the researchers to familiarize them with the people and the
environment.

They will be then seated and explained in detail the purpose and procedures of the study and
all queries will be addressed.

Step 2: Consent form (10 minutes)

The subject will be given the consent form.

Step 3: Pre-survey (5 minutes)

The subject will be given the pre-survey form either in physical or digital form (using Google
forms linked to the account of the researcher.

This survey is aimed at gauging the subject’s prior knowledge in relation to their field of
expertise and virtual reality systems.

Step 4: Familiarization of the virtual reality headset (10 minutes)

The virtual reality headset being used here is HTC Vive. It weighs 555 grams, has display of
1920x1080 pixels per eye with a refresh rate of 90Hz.
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The user will be seated as need for the study. The headset will be prepared for use by cleaning
before and after a single use (wearing the headset) using sanitizing wipes.

The headset will be worn by mounting the headset headband on the user’s head and lowering
the display portion of the headset on the user’s face. The display will be seated on the user’s
face in a position like prescription glasses with the headband substituting for the arms of the
glasses to keep the headset in place.

Straps attached to the headband will be tightened by the user for ensure a comfortable fit.

The headset at this moment will be displaying a static image to allow the user to position the
headset to ensure clear view of the image.

This procedure will be demonstrated by the researcher beforehand using another headset.

Step 5: Perform the task (20 minutes)

Participant will perform the task in an application on the computer.

The task consists of computer aided design (CAD) routines like, selecting, moving, rotating,
and scaling an object and inspecting the outcome of these routines visually to ensure good
outcome based on the subject’s understanding and experience.

The task specifically will consist of selecting geometrical shapes (gem cuts for diamonds) and
positioning them as seen fit good practices in computer aided design. Then changing the display
to a high definition version to inspect the optical characteristics generated on the display.
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Initially the participant will perform the task using a mouse and keyboard as input and the
computer monitor as display device.

Once this phase of task is complete, the task will be paused to provide a break of at least 2
minutes before proceeding.

Once the break is over, the subject will be asked to wear the virtual reality headset to perform
the same task using mouse and keyboard as an input but with a virtual reality headset (HTC
Vive) as a display device.

The subject will be monitored during the entire study by the researchers for any behaviour
considered out of the norm as needed for the task and will also be periodically (every 5 minutes
or after every step in the task is completed; whichever is more frequent).

This will be done to ensure the subject is comfortable and not in any form of distress during
the study.

Step 6: Post-survey (5 minutes)

The subject will be given the pre-survey form either in physical or digital form (using Google
forms linked to the account of the researcher.

This survey is aimed at gauging the subject experience of performing the tasks in the study,
their virtual reality experience, and any feedback in relations to the study.

Step 7: Closing remarks and adjourn (5 minutes)

Total time: 60 minutes
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Appendix B: VR Testing Pre-Survey Questionnaire
Questions

Response

Pre-Q1. What is your age?
Pre-Q2. What is your sex?
Pre-Q3. What is your current profession or
academic major?
Pre-Q3. What is your highest level of
education?
Pre-Q4. How many years of experience do you
have in the field of your profession or study?
Pre-Q5. How many years of experience do you
possess in using CAD software either
academically or professionally? (You can
separate the academic and professional
experience if possible)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Pre-Q6. How do you rate your technical skills in
utilizing CAD software as a tool?
Pre-Q7. Have you experienced Virtual Reality
before in a personal or professional setting?

Pre-Q8. How do you rate your experience in
using the Virtual Reality system?

Pre-Q9. How do you rate the experience you
had in Virtual Reality?
Pre-Q10. How many years do you have
experience in using Virtual Reality either
personally or professionally?
Pre-Q11. Do you own a Virtual Reality system?
Pre-Q12. Is there any area or problem in your
professional or personal experience where you
recognize value being added by utilizing a VR
based solution?
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Appendix C: VR Testing Post-Survey Questionnaire
Questions

Response
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Post-Q1. How would you rate your isolation
level during your experience from your
environment?
Post-Q2. How would you rate your immersion
level in the given task while using VR setup?

Post-Q3. How do you rate the experience you
had in Virtual Reality?

Post-Q4. How do you rate the learning curve for
the task provided?

Post-Q5. Rate your experience on the
integration of VR for the task
Post-Q6. What areas of improvement in the
setup or task were identified by you during the
study for better an experience in performing the
task?
Post-Q7. What areas/parameters of the task that
you identified were not addressed in the in the
study or survey?
Post-Q8. General feedback on the experience
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